Visiting Professor Program
Academic year 2022/2023

TEACHING COMMITMENT: 20 hours

COURSE TITLE
Advanced Corporate Finance and Capital Markets - Module Advanced Corporate Finance

TEACHING PERIOD
1st term

SCIENTIFIC AREA
Corporate Finance

LANGUAGE USED TO TEACH
English

COURSE SUMMARY
The course aims to provide students with conceptual references and operational tools relating to financial transactions with strategic value for the company, analyzing the choices relating to the financial structure objective, and some forms of financing that are increasingly used by companies because of their importance or topicality. The objective is to highlight the connections between finance and business strategy, also through the analysis of concrete business situations.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The student will have to acquire the ability to analyse and evaluate the main advanced financial operations of strategic importance for the firm.

TUTORSHIP ACTIVITIES
N/A

LAB ACTIVITIES
N/A
OTHER ACTIVITIES BESIDES THE COURSE
N/A

VISITING PROFESSOR PROFILE
The visiting professor must be an expert in corporate finance with large experience in teaching courses of corporate finance (basic and advanced). Good record of publications on corporate finance topics is required (based also on ranking ABS).

CONTACT PERSON AT THE DEPARTMENT
Prof. Antonio Salvi
antonio.salvi@unito.it